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I  BASIC DATA 
  

A  Report Data 
 

Report Date Date of Report: 7 January 2014 

Mission Date : (if field mission) From: 5 September 2011 To: 16 September 2011 

 

B  Responsible Bank Staff 
 

Positions At Approval At Completion 

Regional Director L.B.S. CHAKROUN, Director ORN.2 Jacob KOLSTER, Director, ORNA 

Country Manager 
N. MATONDO-FUNDANI, Division Manager, 

ONIN.2 

Amani ABOU-ZEID, Resident 

Representative, MAFO 

Sector Director 

Initial Loan: K. BEDOUMRA, Director ONIN  

Supplementary Loan: G. MBESHERUBUSA, 

Director, OINF 

Alex RUGAMBA, Director, ONEC 

Sector Manager 

Initial Loan: N. MATONDO-FUNDANI, Division 

Manager, ONIN.2 

Supplementary Loan: A.THIERNO DIALLO, 

Division Manager, OINF.3 

Zakou AMADOU, Division Manager, 

ONEC.1 

Task Managers 

Initial Loan: A. THIERNO DIALLO, Principal 

Financial Analyst, ONIN.2 

Supplementary Loan: Z. AMADOU, Principal 

Electro-mechanical Engineer, OINF.3  

Ibrahima KONATE, Chief Electrical 

Engineer, ONEC.1 

Alternate Task Manager 
- Adama MOUSSA, Principal Electro-

mechanical Engineer, ONEC.1 

PCR Team Leader 
 Adama MOUSSA, Principal Electrical 

Engineer, ONEC.1 

PCR Team Members 

 Ibrahim KONATE, Electrical Engineer, 

ONEC.1 ; Driss BELAMINE, 

Economist, ONEC.1 ; 

Ousmane T. DIALLO, Consultant, 

Electrical Engineer, ONEC.1 

 

C  Project Data 
 

Project Name: AIN BENI MATHAR SOLAR THERMAL POWER PLANT PROJECT 

Project Codes:  

(i) Initial Loan: P-MA-FAC-012 

(ii) Supplementary Loan: P-MA-FAC-013 

Instrument Number(s):  

(i) Initial ADB Loan: No. 2000130000880 

(ii) Supplementary ADB Loan: No. 2000130002681 

Project Type: Investment Project Sector: Energy 

Country: Kingdom of Morocco Environmental Categorization: 2 

Processing milestones – Bank approved financing 

only (add/delete rows depending on the number of 

financing sources) 

Key Events (Bank approved 

financing only) 
Disbursements and Closing Dates 

(Bank approved financing only) 

Financing Source/Instrument 1 :  
ADB Loan (EUR 136,450,000)  

Financing Source/Instrument 1 : 
ADB Loan (EUR136,450,000) 

Financing Source/Instrument 1 : 
ADB Loan (EUR 136,450,000) 

Date Approved: 02/03/2005 Cancelled Amount: 0 Original Disbursement Deadline: 

17/03/2006 

Date Signed: 29/08/2005 Supplementary Financing: 0 Original Closing Date: 31/12/2010 

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT FOR PUBLIC 
SECTOR OPERATIONS (PCR) 

 

AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT 
BANK GROUP 
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Date of Entry into Force: 21/12/2005 Restructuring: N/A Revised (if applicable) Disbursement 

Deadline: N/A 

Date Effective for 1
st 

Disbursement: 27/12/2007 Extensions: N/A Revised (if applicable) Closing Date: 

N/A 

Date of Actual First Disbursement: 11/04/2008   

Financing Source/Instrument 2 :  
ADB Loan (EUR 151,400,000)   

Financing Source/Instrument 2 : 
ADB Loan (EUR 151,400,000) 

Financing Source/Instrument 2 : 
ADB Loan (EUR 151,400,000) 

Date Approved: 17/12/2007 Cancelled Amounts: 0 Original Disbursement Deadline: 

17/12/2008  

Date Signed: 07/04/ 2008 Supplementary Financing: Original Closing Date: 31/12/2011 

Date of Entry into Force: 16/10/ 2008 Restructuring: N/A Revised (if applicable) Disbursement 

Deadline: N/A  

Date Effective for First Disbursement: 16/10/2008 Extensions: N/A Revised (if applicable) Closing Date: 

N/A 

Date of Actual First Disbursement: 03/11/2008   

Financing Source/Instrument (UA) (add/delete rows 

depending on the number of financing sources):: 

Disbursed 

Amount 

(UA) 

Percentage 

Disbursed (%) 

Undisbursed 

Amount (UA) 

Percentage 

Undisbursed (%) 

ADB Loan (initial)  113,913,377 100% - - 

ADB Loan (supplementary) 136,005,533 100% - - 

Global Environment Facility  24,540,690 100% - - 

Spain 89,516,700 201%
1
 - - 

National Electricity Authority (ONE) 36,749,830 70% 15,550,170 30% 

TOTAL 400,726,130 106% 23,759,480 4% 

Co-financiers and Other External Partners: (i) The World Bank through the Global Environment Facility (GEF): USD 43.2 

million grant; and (ii) Spanish Cooperation through ICO (Instituto de Credito Oficial): EUR 100 million loan 

Executing and Implementing Agency(ies): Morocco’s National Electricity Authority (ONE). 

 

D  Management Review and Comment 
 

Report reviewed by Name Date reviewed Comments 

Country Manager Amani ABOU-ZEID   

Sector Manager Zakou AMADOU 27/11/2013 Approved 

Regional Director (as chair of Country Team)  Jacob KOLSTER 16/12/2013 Approved 

Sector Director Alex RUGAMBA 20/12/2013 Approved 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1  The contribution of the Spanish Cooperation Agency during the project’s up-scaling in August 2007 was estimated at UA 44.5 million (EUR 50 million). This 

was later doubled to EUR 100 million at project completion.   
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       II  Project Performance Assessment 

  
 

A  Relevance 
 

1. Relevance of the Project Development Objective 
 

Rating Narrative Assessment (max 250 words) 

4 The Ain Béni Mathar (ABM) Solar Thermal Power Plant Project is in line with the Bank’s Assistance Strategy in 

Morocco for 2003–2005. The Strategy targeted three priorities: support for sector reforms, support for infrastructure 

reinforcement, and modernization and support for enterprise development. For its part, the Bank prioritized energy 

supply at least economic and environmental cost to production sectors and to as many people as possible, as well as 

the use of renewable energies to diversify sources of electricity production. 

 

At national level, the project was consistent with two of Government’s priorities at that time, namely: (i) 

reinforcement and modernization of major infrastructure networks; and (ii) support for the Moroccan companies to 

enable them to prepare to face competition, and modernization of production methods and tools.  

 

At sector level, the project was in line with the national energy policy orientations aimed at carrying out investments 

to effectively and sustainably satisfy national demand for cheap electricity. The ABM power plant featured in the 

National Electricity Authority’s 2008-2011 Equipment Plan aimed at increasing power supply to match demand.  

 

The project was developed within a context of a short supply of electricity compared to domestic demand which grew 

faster than expected. Electricity consumption in Morocco had tripled in twenty years from 1983 to 2003, rising from 

4,805 GWH to 14,794 GWH, with an annual increase of 6%. Per capita consumption also rose over the same period 

from 217 KWH to 453 KWH, or an annual increase of 3.7 %.  

 

On completion in 2010, the project was expected to: (i) boost the capacity of installed generation facilities through a 

gas-fired thermal and solar power plant with total power of 470 MW, of which 20 MW from solar origin; and (ii) 

inject an additional annual production of 3,500 GWH into the interconnected grid. Besides, the ABM power plant 

contributed to reducing Morocco’s heavy energy dependence since it imported over 97% of its primary energy for 

national electricity production. 

* For all ratings in the PCR use the following scale:  4 (Highly satisfactory), 3 (Satisfactory), 2 (Unsatisfactory), 1 (Highly unsatisfactory) 

 

2. Relevance of Project Design 
 

Rating* Narrative Assessment (max 250 words) 

3 During project design, two logical frameworks were prepared. The first was based on the initial project’s appraisal 

conducted in September 2004 with the ABM power plant having a capacity of 250-MW (30 MW of which from solar 

energy). The second stemmed from the appraisal in August 2007 of the updated “high power” project with expected 

capacity of 470 MW, of which 20 MW from solar energy, and annual production of 3,538 GWH compared to the initial 

project’s 1,590 GWH. Both appraisal reports presented coherent matrices which generally matched the appraised 

project’s nature and size and highlighted the expected development objectives. The project objectives and outcomes 

presented were measurable and quantifiable. Regular consultations were held by the Borrower (ONE) and Technical 

and Financial Partners (PTF) throughout the project development, especially during feasibility studies and with 

prequalified bidders (ABENGOA/Spain and COBRA/Spain) at the time up-scaling to adjust the project to the high 

power format. The risks identified at the updated project’s appraisal were more detailed, comprehensive and relatively 

bigger than those highlighted during the initial project appraisal. It was agreed during the updated project’s appraisal 

and during negotiations leading to the Bank’s approval of the supplementary loan to hold regular consultations between 

ONE and the various TFPs of the project. 
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3. Lessons Learned related to Relevance 

 

B  Effectiveness 

1. Progress towards the project’s development objective (project purpose) 
 

Comments 

Provide a brief description of the Project (components) and the context in which it was designed and implemented. State the 

project development objective (usually the project purpose as set out in the RLF) and assess progress. Unanticipated outcomes 

should also be accounted for, as well as specific reference of gender equality in the project. The consistency of the assumptions 

that link the different levels of the results chain in the RLF should also be considered.  Indicative max length: 400 words. 

A study was conducted on the ABM Solar and Thermal Power Plant Project by ONE in 1994. Complementary technico-economic 

feasibility studies and socio-environmental impact assessments were conducted as from 1998 with World Bank support as part of an 

assistance package financed by the Global Environment Facility (GEF). The project was identified by the Bank in February 2004 

during a public utilities review mission to Morocco. The Bank’s first financial commitment was based on the initial appraisal report 

of a 250-MW Solar and Gas-Fired Power Plant Project (30 MW being from solar energy) with annual electricity production of 1,590 

GWH. In 2006, ONE decided to make significant changes to the project, considering the high increase of electricity demand in the 

Kingdom and the late implementation of its investment programme which might create a significant imbalance between electricity 

demand and supply in the 2008-2011 period. The change concerned an increase in the planned power of the ABM power plant to 470 

MW (20 MW being of solar origin) with capacity to inject 3,200 GWH each year into the Moroccan electricity network.  
 

To enhance project implementation, the stakeholders agreed on the need to procure the technical assistance of a Consultant Engineer 

for the preparation, start-up, monitoring and supervision of works. The Consultant Engineer’s services also comprised validation of 

engineering and implementation studies, approval of plans, tests, ex-factory and on-site acceptance, commissioning of installations, 

monitoring of the technical performance of the power plant during the year of operational guarantee and drafting of periodic progress 

reports and the completion report. This technical assistance was provided by the German firm FICHTNER.   
 

The sector goal of the project was to: (i) support the Global Rural Electrification Programme (PERG) launched in 1995 to raise the 

national electrification rate to 80% by 2010; and (ii) help develop renewable energies to support economic growth and 

competitiveness of local businesses. The specific objectives were to: (i) secure electricity supply in the country; (ii) diversify 

energy sources; and (iii) reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the electricity sector.  

The project had nine (9) main components: (A) Electricity power plant; (B) 225/60KV distribution and transmission lines; (C) 

Substations; (D) Access roads; (E) Procurement of land; (F) Boreholes; (G) Connection to Maghreb-Europe gas pipeline (GME); 

(H) Environmental and social measures; and (I) Consultancy services.  

Key Issues (max 5; add rows as 

needed) 
Lessons Learned Target Audience 

 

1. Was the initial size of the 

project commensurate with 

needs?  

 

2. Were the changes made 

relevant?  

 

 

 

 

 

The initial project design was good and took into account ONE’s 

equipment needs for the 2005-2012 period. The ABM power plant with 

installed power of 250MW was expected to be commissioned in 2007 

and that of another 400-MW plant in 2009. Based on these projections, 

the Sidi Kacem site was selected for the power plant in 2003 with the 

agreement of local authorities. This choice was later questioned by the 

authorities, forcing ONE to look for another site in 2004. Furthermore, 

negotiations initiated with foreign suppliers to supply gas to the power 

plant did not culminate in the signing of an agreement. These two 

events, beyond ONE’s control, explain why implementation of the 

initial project delayed. Thus, allowing for the time needed to conduct 

complementary studies on the new site (environmental and social 

impact assessments, connection to Maghreb-Europe gas pipeline, etc.) 

and finalize the bidding process, ONE decided to make significant 

changes to the project to factor in the high electricity demand in the 

country and late implementation of the investment programme likely to 

cause a disequilibrium between supply and demand in the 2008-2011 

period. This was seen in the change to a “heavy power” option 

consisting in increasing the installed power of the ABM power plant to 

470 MW.  

ONE/Bank 
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The project objectives were achievable, and the outcomes were actually achieved. The ABM plant’s net installed power is 472 

MW, of which 22 MW of solar origin. With regular gas supply, it can generate 3,538 GWH/year, including 40 GWH from solar 

energy. At its commissioning on 12 May 2010, the plant’s generation capacity represented 13% of national electricity demand. It 

will help to develop PERG which, in the interval, increased the country’s global electrification rate to 98% in 2012 with the 

electrification of 35,600 villages, comprising a total of 1,985,709 households.  

 

2. Outcome Reporting 
 

Outcome 

Indicators (as per 

RLF;  add more rows as 

needed) 

Baseline 

Value 

(Year) 

Most Recent 

Value (A) 

End target (B)  

(expected value at 
project completion) 

Progress 

towards 

target (% 

realized) (A/B 

Narrative assessment (indicative 

max length: 50 words per output) 
Core 

Sector 

Indicator 
(Yes/No) 

Availability of 

cheaper electricity 

and increased 

reliability of the 

electricity system 

Total 

installed 

power rises 

from 5,367 

MW in 

2004 to  

5,283 MW 

in 2006 and 

10,000 

MW in 

2015 

ABM power 

plant has 

effective 

power of 472 

MW with a 

generation 

capacity of 

3,538 

GHW/year    

 

Installed 

electricity 

generation 

capacity rises 

by 470 MW. 

Electricity 

production 

capacity rises 

by 3,538 

GWH/year 

100%  Although the power plant ran 

below full capacity at its 

commissioning due to insufficient 

gas supply, the excellent quality of 

its technical performance and 

robust output allowed, as from 

2012, to achieve the expected 

outcomes. Since 2012, with the 

conclusion of a purchase contract 

between ONE and SONATRACH 

(Algeria), the ABM power plant 

has been operating at full capacity. 

So, it contributes to reliable supply 

of electricity in Morocco and 

supports the Global Rural 

Electrification Programme (PERG) 

launched countrywide in 1995. 

Yes 

Production of 

electricity from 

renewable energy 

sources increases 

 Capacity of 

ABM power 

plant to 

generate 

electricity 

from solar 

energy is 22 

MW  

Installed 

capacity to 

generate 

electricity from 

solar energy 

grows by 22 

MW. Capacity 

to generate 

electricity from 

solar energy 

rises by 40 

GWH 

100% The installed 22-MW generation 

capacity from solar energy is 

higher than that expected, which 

was estimated at 20 MW.  

Yes 

Greenhouse gas 

emissions in the 

power sector are 

avoided 

 1,000 tonnes 

of CO2 

emissions in 

the 

atmosphere 

avoided for a 

standard gas-

fired plant; or 

33,500 tonnes 

of CO2 in 

case a heavy 

fuel oil plant. 

1,000 tonnes of 

CO2/year not 

emitted in the 

atmosphere in 

case of a gas-

fired plant; or 

33,500 tonnes 

of CO2 for a 

heavy fuel oil 

plant. 

100% Production by the ABM power 

plant of 3,538 GWH/year will help 

to avoid 1,000 tonnes of CO2 

emissions yearly in case of a 

conventional gas-fired power 

plant; or 33,500 tonnes of CO2 for 

a heavy fuel oil power plant (ONE 

estimates). 

No 

Rating (see IPR  

methodology)* 
Narrative Assessment 

4 The project output indicator targets have been globally attained even though the power plant operated at less 

than full capacity during the early after commissioning due to insufficient gas supply. 
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3. Output Reporting 
 

Output 

Indicators (as 

specified in the 

RLF; add more rows 

as needed) 

Most Recent Value (A) End Target (B) 

(expected value at project 
completion) 

Progress 

towards 

target (% 

realized) 

(A/B) 

Narrative Assessment (indicative 

max length: 50 words per output) 
Core 

Sector 

Indicator 
(Yes/No) 

Solar thermal 

power plant 

constructed 

Power plant constructed 

comprising: two (2) gas 

turbines; two (2) recovery 

boilers; one (1) steam 

turbine; one (1) solar field 

comprising 56 loops of  48 

panels each with 28 trough 

concentrators, making a 

total of 75,264 

concentrators; one (1) aero-

condenser; two (2) solar 

exchangers; one (1) 

discharge water evaporation 

basin; three (3) main 

transformers; one (1) water 

treatment station; one (1) 

set of auxiliary facilities 

necessary for operating the 

natural gas power plant; etc. 

One power plant 

comprising: two (2) 

gas turbines; two (2) 

alternators; two (2) 

recovery boilers; one 

(1) common steam  

turbine and its 

alternator; six (6) 

transformers; one (1) 

console room; and 

one (1) solar heat 

exchanger fed by a 

well field of 416 

collectors spread on 

an 80 ha field. 

100% The power plant was built as 

planned after being up-scaled. The 

same was true of the gas (ramp 

and depressurization stations) and 

water (3 boreholes) supply systems 

and sundry installations associated 

with the power plant (access road). 

Yes 

Electric lines 

installed 

Set of 225 kV and 60 kV 

lines: three 225 kV lines, 

two of them 75 km long 

with double sets of three 

cables, are linked to the 2 

existing 225 kV substations 

at Bourdim instead of 

Jerada as initially planned; 

and one 80-km line to the 

existing substation at Oujda 

as planned. One 60-KV 10-

km line linking Ain Béni 

Mathar to the power plant 

supplies its auxiliary 

facilities. 

Set of 225 kV and 60 

kV lines: three 225 

kV lines, two of 

them 40-km long 

with double sets of 

three cables, to be 

connected to the 

existing 225 kV sub-

station at Jerada and 

one 80-km line to 

the existing sub-

station at Oujda. The 

60 kV, 10-km line 

linking Ain Béni 

Mathar to the power 

plant to supply its 

auxiliary facilities. 

100% The evacuation of production from 

the ABM plant initially planned to 

the Bourdim and Jerada sub-

stations was done taking into 

account the new configuration of 

the distribution network to 

Bourdim and Oujda sub-station 

(instead of Jerada). This change 

increased the length of the 225 kV 

lines from 120 to 155 km. No 

change was made to the initial 

route of the 60-kV, 10-km line. 

These lines not only ensure 

adequate transmission of 

electricity generated by the ABM 

plant, but also contribute largely to 

extending Morocco’s 

interconnected electricity network 

and to rural electrification 

(PERG). 

Yes 

Sub-stations 

constructed 

The ABM power plant’s 

EHV/HV station 

comprising 2 sets of 225kV 

bars with one coupling bay, 

three generator arrival bays 

and three 225kV departure 

bays  

The EHV/HV station 

of the ABM plant 

comprising 2 sets of 

225kV bars with one 

coupling bay, three 

generator arrival 

bays, and three 

225kV departure 

bays 

100% The ABM plant’s 11/225kV 

evacuation sub-station (2x300 

MVA) was constructed as planned 

in the initial project. It was not 

modified after the power plant was 

updated with the “high power” 

option. 

Yes 
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Sub-station 

strengthened 

(i) Laying of the 225kV bay 

at Oujda substation  

 

(ii) Laying of two 225 kV 

bays at Bourdim substation  

 

(iii) Laying of a 60-kV 

departure bay at Ain Beni 

Mathar substation 

 (ii) Laying of a 225 

kV bay at Oujda 

substation 

 

(ii) Laying of two 

225-kV bays at 

Bourdim substation 

 

(iii) Laying of a 60-

kV departure bay at 

Ain Beni Mathar 

substation 

100% Following modification of the 

original electric lines route, 

changes were made to the 

Bourdim, Ain Beni Mathar and 

Oujda sub-stations. The set of bars 

at Ain Beni Mathar was doubled. 

These guaranteed electricity 

supply to the plant’s auxiliary 

facilities and offered an 

opportunity to transport the power 

generated by ABM power plant 

and to inject it into the electricity 

interconnected grid. 

Yes 

Consultancy 

services 

procured 

Plant construction works 

were properly inspected and 

supervised. In addition, the 

technical performance of 

the ABM power plant was 

properly monitored during 

the period of operational 

guarantee. 

Inspection and 

supervision of the 

power plant and 

related facilities 

(lines, substations); 

Monitoring of the 

performance of the 

power plant during 

the year of 

guarantee. 

100% Engineering consultancy services 

were provided by the German-

based firm FICHTNER. Its 

services were satisfactory despite 

the project’s complexity. They 

concerned validation of 

engineering surveys and 

implementation studies submitted 

by contractors; approval of plans; 

tests and ex-factory and on-site 

acceptance; supervision and 

inspection of works execution 

quality; tests and commissioning 

of installations; monitoring of the 

technical performance of the 

power plant during the guarantee 

year; and drafting of quarterly 

works progress reports and the 

project completion report of the 

engineering consultant.  

No 

Rating* (see IPR methodology) Narrative Assessment  

4 The physical implementation of project components (power plant, lines and sub-stations) complied with 

the technical specifications of the contracts. Materials and equipment supplied and installed complied 

with the requisite international quality standards. Design and installation works were conducted 

pursuant to the rules of the trade. 
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4. Development Objective (DO) Rating 
2
 

 

DO Rating  (derived from 

updated IPR)* 
Narrative Assessment (indicative max length: 250 words 

4 By combining ratings established for outcomes and outputs using the IPR methodology, the project’s 

progress towards its development objective is assessed as very satisfactory. The excellent quality of the 

technical performance and good output of the ABM power plant will help to meet quantitative targets 

for the power produced, including from solar energy, thereby contributing to a higher share of 

renewable energies in the energy mix in Morocco. The ABM power plant also contributes to reliable 

power supply in Morocco and to supporting the National Electrification Programme aimed at access to 

electricity for the entire population, especially in rural areas.  

 
5. Beneficiaries (add rows as needed) 
 

Actual (A) Planned (B) Progress towards Target 
(% realized A/B) 

% of 

Women 

Category (e.g. farmers, students) 

ONE customers ONE customers 100% N/A The customers of ONE will benefit from 

greater availability of electrical energy to 

satisfy their needs. 

ONE ONE 100% N/A ONE will cope with the national demand for 

electricity after reinforcing its generation 

facilities using gas and solar energy through an 

efficient technology. 

Morocco 

Government 

Morocco 

Government 

100% N/A The ABM power plant will enable the 

Moroccan Government to avoid importing 

fossil fuels needed to generate the 40 

GWH/year produced by the ABM plant’s solar 

component, which will contribute to 

improvement of the balance of payment. 

National contractors National 

contractors 

100% N/A National contractors will benefit from supplies 

and works contracts for the conduct and 

maintenance of project works. 

Population of the 

project area 

Population of the 

project area 

100% N/A About 500 part-time jobs were created during 

works. 50 full-time jobs are necessary to 

operate the power plant. 

Universities, 

research institutes 

Universities, higher 

professional 

schools, research 

institutes 

100% N/A The ABM plant will enable Morocco, which 

already has a major 2,000-MW solar 

programme, to initiate and train its senior staff, 

students, engineers and technicians in this 

technology. Universities, higher professional 

schools and national and international research 

institutes will develop research programmes 

on the widespread use of solar power based on 

the data and statistical reports of the ABM 

power plant. 

 
  

                                                           
2  For operations using the old supervision report and rating system in SAP, the OD rating for the PCR will be calculated using the IPR methodology. 
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6. Unanticipated or Additional Outcomes (add rows as needed) 
 

Description Type (e.g. 

gender, climate 
change, social, 

other) 

Positive 

or 

Negative 

Impact on 

Project 
(High, 

Medium, 

Low) 

Opening up of localities (additional outcomes): The access road to the ABM plant site 

has two bridges used to cross the CHAREF and Tbouda oueds. Constructing this road 

helped to open up all localities in the Beni Mathar rural community, situated on both sides 

of these watercourses. During the rainy season, access to these localities required detours of 

tens of kilometers for villages hardly a few kilometres away. As a result, localities were 

completely cut off for several weeks. The movement of people and goods is henceforth 

facilitated with significant time gains. Women, who are very active in trading, benefit 

thereby due to the regularity of their activities. Students/pupils also move easily between 

localities and access to basic social services supplied in Beni Mathar rural commune 

(health centres, administrative centres, etc.) is enhanced. 

Social aspect, 

Gender 

Positive Average 

Facilitation of irrigation in the project area (additional outcome): Thanks to the sinking 

of three (3) boreholes to supply drinking water to the ABM power plant, the project fosters 

the permanent irrigation of farms and gardens allowing women to undertake income-

generating activities and improve the diet of households. 

Social aspect, 

Health, 

Agriculture, 

Gender 

Positive High 

Reinforcement of public utilities (unanticipated outcome): Compensation paid by the 

Ministry of Interior to the BENI MATHAR ethnic community to procure 160 ha of land for 

the ABM plant site stood at MAD 7,998,750.00 (UA 639,305), or 90% of the total amount 

disbursed as project indemnification. With this amount, several public utilities were 

undertaken: (i) construction of fences and bathroom groups in three schools; (ii) 

construction of fences in four schools; (iii) realization of three seguias; and (iv) 

development of four access roads to open up localities. These actions helped to improve 

school infrastructure for students and facilitated the mobility of people and goods in 

beneficiary localities. 

Education, 

Health, 

Social aspect 

Positive N/A 

Improvement of social services (unanticipated outcome): Many citizen-oriented social 

actions were undertaken by ONE, the prime contractor (ABENGOA) and its sub-

contractors for the Beni Mathar rural municipality: (i) construction of boreholes in 

localities; (ii) distribution of 20,000 school bags to pupils for 2008-2009 and 2009-2010 

academic years; (iii) construction of a mosque in Beni Mathar municipality; (iv) gift of 

computers, printers, photocopiers and office supplies; and (v) distribution of 200 bicycles 

to students to fight against school drop-outs. These actions produced many positive results 

in schools and improved the living conditions of the population in the project area. 

Health, 

Education, 

Social aspect  

Positive N/A 

 
7. Lessons learned related to Effectiveness (add rows as needed) 
 

Key Issues (max 5, add rows as needed) Lessons Learned Target 

Audience 

1. Was the technical assistance to the 

Contracting Authority useful? 

The assistance was very useful despite ONE’s long and rich experience in 

managing standard thermal electricity power plant construction projects. 

From the outset, the stakeholders had agreed on the need for technical 

assistance to better oversee project preparation and implementation. The 

technical assistance allowed for validation of engineering surveys and 

implementation studies, approval of plans, supervision and control of 

works, approval of ex-factory tests, and validation of acceptance and 

commissioning of installations. The quarterly progress reports and 

completion report prepared by the engineering consultant were useful 

sources of information for stakeholders. The extension of the engineer’s 

services to monitoring the technical performance of the ABM power plant 

reassured the contracting authority and TFPs. 

ONE 

Bank 

Co-financiers 
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C  Efficiency 
 

1. Timeliness 
 

Planned Project Duration – years (A) 

(as per PAR) 
Actual Implementation Time – Years 

(B) (from effectiveness for 1
st 

disb.) 
Ratio of planned and actual 

implementation time (A/B) 

Rating* 

The initial project duration was 48 

months (2005 - 2008). After up-scaling, 

the new implementation schedule was 

42 months (July 2007 to December 

2010 

47 months 0.89 (5-month delay compared to the 

revised duration of 42 months) 
3 

Narrative Assessment (indicative max length: 250 words) 

The provisional physical implementation schedule of the entire project was 42 months from July 2007 to December 2010. This 

schedule was defined during the appraisal mission of the updated project. 

  

1) Construction of power plant: The contractual timeframe for the construction of the ABM power plant was 22 months for 

the open cycle (two gas turbines each with unit power of 150 MW), and 34 months for the power station in its global configuration. 

The works were completed five (5) months behind schedule due to cases of forces majeure, mostly exceptional weather conditions 

and the unavailability of the computer system of the Tangier Port’s customs services during a month in which no materials could be 

removed. The power station was inaugurated on Wednesday 12 May 2010.  

 

2) Construction of lines and sub-stations: The time frames for establishing 225-kV lines linking the ABM power plant to the 

sub-stations at Oujda and Bourdim and the 60-kV line to Beni Mathar were met. Their provisional acceptance took place before 5 

May 2009, the date of first synchronization of the plant’s gas turbine No. 1 to the national grid. With regard to sub-stations, the 

contractor was given an additional three (3)-month period. Delays in extension works on the already operational sub-stations at 

Bourdim and Oujda were largely due to difficulties encountered by the contractor in obtaining cut-offs compatible with its works 

schedule. These delays did not affect the commissioning of the plant. 

 

Regular consultations among stakeholders at various stages of the project cycle (preparation, appraisal, supervisions) fostered normal 

conduct of technical and financial implementation. The works fell only five (5) months behind the initial schedule. 

 

2. Resource Use Efficiency 
 

Median % physical implementation 

of RLF outputs financed by all 

financiers (A) (see II.B.3) 

Commitment Rate (%) (B)  
(See table 1.C – Total commitment rate of all 

financiers) 

Ratio of the median percentage 

physical implementation and 

commitment rate (A/B) 

Rating* 

100% 106% 106% 3 

Narrative Assessment (indicative max length: 250 words) 

The final cost of the project at completion was EUR 456.32 million, or UA 400.72 million, as against UA 378.03 million (EUR 

422.26 million) projected at appraisal of the updated project. This shows a UA 22. 69 million or 6% increase mainly due to 

fluctuations in UA exchange rate and the plant’s installed power, which is slightly higher than that anticipated during up-scaling. 

The financing of the Bank, the project’s largest contributor bearing over 63% of the final cost, suffered from no hitches or lack of 

resources. The full amount of the two ADB loans granted for the project amounting to EUR 287.85 million was disbursed without 

extension of the deadline for last disbursement. For its part, ONE honoured its financial commitments with a contribution of EUR 

41.05 million, or 9%. Resources granted by GEF and Spanish Cooperation, amounting to USD 43.2 million and EUR 100 million 

respectively and corresponding to 6% and 22% of the project’s final cost, were disbursed.  
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3. Cost Benefit Analysis 
 

Economic Rate of Return (at appraisal) Updated Economic Rate of Return (at completion) Rating* 

16.7% 15.8% 3 

Narrative Assessment (indicative max length: 250 words) 

The project’s economic rate of return was estimated based on its capital costs. These costs comprised works, plant equipment, lines 

and sub-stations. The life expectancy of project works was set at 25 years. Fuel (gas) costs and the annual costs of operation, 

maintenance, administration and management of the project were also incorporated. Project income comes from the sale of 

electricity generated by the project. The slight drop of ERR compared to that estimated at appraisal of the updated project partly 

stems from the slight increase in investment costs (+6%). However, it remains higher than the opportunity cost of capital in Morocco 

estimated at around 10%. The average cost of electricity production by ONE is MAD 58.3c/KWH at completion against MAD 

48c/KWH at appraisal of the updated project. The project is of significant economic importance since it will enable ONE to regularly 

and continuously satisfy electricity demand in the country and secure savings on the cost of fuel needed for electricity generation. 

The ABM power plant contributes to mastery of solar thermal technology with a view to ultimately reducing the selling price of each 

KWH produced by this technology. It helps to diversify the sources of electricity generation in Morocco, as well as increase the use 

of renewable energies, preserve the environment, and improve ONE’s financial outlook. The sensitivity analysis indicates that the 

parameters to which project returns are the most sensitive are the selling price of electricity and the purchase price of gas. With a 

moderate fluctuation of the selling price of electricity and the purchase price of gas, the project’s economic rate of return still 

remains satisfactory. 

 

4. Implementation progress (IP)
3
 

 

IP Rating 

(derived from 

updated IPR) * 

Narrative comments (commenting specifically on those IP items that were rated Unsatisfactory or Highly 

Unsatisfactory, as per last IPR). (indicative max length: 500 words) 

3 All the terms of loan agreements signed with the Bank were fulfilled. At successive project appraisals in 2004 and 

2007, the Bank defined efficient supervision and monitoring arrangements:(I) Use of Bank Rules and Procedures 

for the procurement of project goods, works and services; (ii) Audit of project financial statements; (iii) 

Submission of periodic progress reports to the Bank; and (iv) Supervision missions. Procurement documents, 

including the technical specifications of equipment, were prepared at appraisal of the initial project. The project 

was given authorization to undertake advanced actions on procurement (AAP) with Bank approval. At appraisal of 

the updated project, all bidding documents had been published. At the technical level, the extension of the 

consultant engineer’s mandate to cover monitoring of the power plant performance during the year of warranty, 

was guarantee of sustainability of project outcomes. As part of financial control, two audit firms KPMG and 

MAZARS audited project financial statements for FY 2009 and 2010 respectively. These audit missions assessed 

the project financial reports, especially the use of funds granted by the Bank. In their conclusions, both firms 

agreed that all goods, works and services financed by the Bank are the subject of contracts awarded pursuant to 

the terms of loan agreements and that project accounts give a fair reflection of the financial situation and take into 

account resources received and expenses incurred during the audited fiscal years. 

 

  

                                                           
3  For operations using the old supervision report and rating system in SAP, the IP ratings need to be converted from the 0-3 scale used in SAP to the 1-4 scale used 

in the IPR. 
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5. Lessons learned related to Efficiency 
 

Key issues (max 5, add rows as needed) Lessons learned Target Audience 

Were project’s financial resources used efficiently?  The cost of the updated project was estimated at UA 

378 million at appraisal. The final cost at 

completion rose to nearly UA 400 million, or a 6% 

increase. This increase, partly due to UA exchange 

rate fluctuations against the payment currencies 

used for the project (EUR, USD and MAD), is offset 

by the supplementary power gains achieved. The 

installed power of the ABM plant is 472 MW as 

against 470MW expected. Besides, the financial 

resources granted to the project by TFPs and ONE 

were disbursed as planned and helped to achieve the 

expected outcomes. 

Bank 

Borrower 

Co-financiers 

 

D  Sustainability 
 

1. Financial Sustainability 
 

Rating* Narrative Assessment (indicative max length: 250 words) 

3 A major change in the economic conditions of operation of the ABM power plant, especially in terms of supply of 

sufficient quantity of gas at affordable cost, constitutes a risk for the project’s financial sustainability. However, this risk 

was mitigated by the signing in July 2011 between ONE and SONATRACH of a contract for the purchase and supply of 

640 million m
3
 of gas over ten (10) years.  

 
2.  Institutional Sustainability and Strengthening of Capacities 

 
 

Rating* Narrative Assessment  (indicative max length: 250 words)  

3 The technical difficulties encountered by ONE to singlehandedly assume the operation and maintenance of the ABM 

power plant at expiry of ABENER’s five-year renewable contract, may affect the project’s sustainability. However, they 

are mitigated by the good execution and strong involvement of ONE team in the management of the plant, which 

strengthens their operational capacities to do so. 

 

3. Ownership  and Sustainability of Partnerships 

 
 

Rating* Narrative Assessment  (indicative max length: 250 words)  

3 This being an innovative project, the country/Borrower capacity was reflected in its design and preparation. The project 

benefited from political support at country level reflected in policy orientations deeply rooted in the development of 

renewable energy resources, including an immense solar potential. However, the sustainability of project outcomes 

largely rests on the partnership between ONE and SONATRACH. The quality of the partnership is a guarantee of regular 

supply of sufficient and affordable gas to the ABM power plant.   
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4. Environmental and Social Sustainability 
 

Rating* Narrative Assessment  (indicative max length: 250 words)  

3 The project was classified in environmental and social Category 2. The Environmental and Social Impact Assessment 

(ESIA) was conducted in line with applicable international norms and standards. The ESIA was the subject of a 

sensitization and validation campaign targeting the affected populations and associations based in the project area in 

collaboration with the competent local Authorities. The related Environmental and Social Management Plan (ESMP) 

was properly implemented. ONE had attached it as Annex to the construction contract and internally designated an 

Environmental Officer, tasked with monitoring the ESMP. Works were undertaken as planned in line with the 

environmental and social measures.  

 

The technical arrangements made to comply with the requirements of environmental and especially water table 

protection, were deemed satisfactory. The Bank and ONE ensured that adequate technical measures were taken to 

effectively prevent: (i) ground water pollution by water coming from the power plant’s evaporation basins; (ii) water 

contamination by the heat-conveying medium of the plant; (iii) discharge of pollutants into the air; (iv) the impact of the 

plant on human health through noise pollution; and lastly (v) the negative impact of the power plant and solar field on 

the physical landscape.  

 

Besides, both parties ensured the efficiency of the plant’s secondary cooling system, which guarantees a net reduction of 

the volume of water taken from the water table for the needs of the production site. According to ONE estimates, the 

ABM plant’s operation at full capacity will make it possible to save on average over 12,000 tonnes of heavy fuel oil 

yearly and avoid the emission of 33,500 tonnes of CO2 into the air. Compared to power plants of same capacity and 

driven entirely by gas, the ABM plant will help to avoid the discharge of 1,000 tonnes of CO2 in the atmosphere yearly 

by the use of solar power and its transformation into electrical energy. 
 

5. Lessons learned related to sustainability 

 
 

Key Issues (max 5, add rows as needed) Lessons Learned Target Audience 

Did the project design take into account all aspects 

related to sustainability of the power plant, especially 

the regular supply of fuel gas?  

Appropriate measures should have been taken 

during project design to guarantee sufficient gas 

supply to the ABM power plant at affordable cost 

despite the difficult context that prevailed. Such 

measures should have guaranteed optimum 

electricity production by the plant once 

commissioned in May 2010. The quantities of gas 

deducted from the Maghreb-Europe Pipeline as 

transit dues on Moroccan territory, was 

characterized by varying flows depending on 

European demand which was sometimes very low 

given the economic crisis in Europe. So, the power 

plant, which had an excellent technical performance 

and availability ratio, was under-used for several 

months pending entry into force of the gas purchase 

and supply contract concluded by ONE and 

SONATRACH. 

Government 

Bank 

Co-financiers 
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III. II  Performance of Stakeholders  
 

A  Relevance 
 

1. Bank Performance  
 

Rating* Narrative assessment by the Borrower on the Bank’s performance, as well as any other aspects of the project 

(both quantitative and qualitative). See guidance note on issues to cover. (indicative max length: 250 words) 

3 The Bank’s performance was satisfactory during the project cycle. In order to comply with plant commissioning 

timeframes, the Bank had authorized ONE to undertake advanced action on procurements (AAP) for the selection of the 

contractor. This allowed for launching the contractors’ prequalification process in 2004 and carrying it through in 

January 2005, even before the Bank approved the initial loan. Although having identified the project five (5) years after 

other donors, the Bank’s participation in the financing with over 63% of the final cost made it ONE’s most important 

financial partner in this operation. The Bank had accepted and approved within the stipulated deadline ONE’s request for 

a supplementary loan when the need to switch to the high power option became apparent in 2006 in the middle of the 

process of selection of the constructor. Effective Bank financing suffered from no hitches or lack of resources. The full 

amounts of both loans granted by the Bank for the project were disbursed on time without any extension of the last 

disbursement deadline. Supervision missions undertaken by the Bank, were within the framework for fruitful exchanges 

between the Bank teams, ONE, the Government represented by the Ministries in charge of Finance and of Energy, the 

Consultant-Engineer FICHTNER, the ABENGOA Group tasked with the plant construction and the other donors.   

Comments to be inserted by the Bank on its own performance (both quantitative and qualitative). See guidance note on 

issues to cover. (indicative max length: 250 words) 

Project supervision by the Bank was undertaken at intervals of at least one mission every year. In all, the Bank undertook six (6) 

supervision missions from June 2006 to December 2010. These missions were undertaken by competent teams that met the 

Borrower’s expectations. Recommendations made to the Bank after supervision missions and after review of periodic project 

progress and audit reports were deemed relevant by the Moroccan party which generally carried them out, making it possible to lift 

obstacles that appeared during project implementation. The monitoring indicators of major project components (power plant, lines, 

sub-stations, environmental and social safeguards) were proposed at project preparation and taken into account in progress reports 

submitted to the Bank. The analysis of these reports and information culled from audit reports enabled the Bank to further assess the 

quality of project implementation. 
 

To guarantee compliance with ethical standards during the process of recruiting the Consultant-Engineer, the Bank had turned down 

ONE’s request for the contract to be awarded to LAHMEYER International. This firm, the lone bidder, was on the World Bank’s list 

of firms under sanction for avowed corruption in Lesotho. The selection process was launched and led to the recruitment of 

FICHTNER. 

Key issues (related to Bank performance, max 5, add rows as needed) Lessons Learned 

1. Efficiency of Bank supervision  1. The project was supervised by the Bank at the rate of one 

mission on average every year. Missions focused mainly on the 

level and quality of project implementation and the search for 

appropriate solutions to problems encountered working closely 

with all stakeholders. The Bank also monitored the project 

through regular exchanges with ONE and in-depth consideration 

of reports that informed on the project implementation progress 

and use of Bank resources.  

2. Project management by the Morocco Field Office 

 

2. One of the constraints raised during different encounters with 

the Moroccan Party (ONE, Government) was the absence of an 

Energy Expert at the Bank’s Field Office in Morocco for hands-

on project management and regular stakeholder coordination. 

Given the large size of its portfolio, the Bank should strengthen 

its Field Office staff in Morocco in order to lift some constraints 

and ensure efficient hands-on management of its operations. 
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2. Borrower Performance 
 

Rating* Narrative assessment on the Borrower performance to be inserted by the Bank (both quantitative and qualitative, 

depending on available information). See guidance note. (indicative max length: 250 words) 

3 ONE had prepared all procurement documents including technical specifications of equipment in 2004 at the initial 

project appraisal. At the time of appraisal of the updated project in 2007, all bids had been published. However, baseline 

data had only been partially collected by ONE. Moreso, ONE’s delayed response to the Bank’s requests in that regard 

was a huge handicap.  
 

Overall, ONE complied with the terms of loan agreements concluded with the Bank under the project despite a few 

malfunctions noted concerning the fact that the periodic project progress reports focused too narrowly on the power plant 

and did not sufficiently indicate the level of completion of power lines and sub-stations. ONE was responsive to Bank 

recommendations and implemented them even though belatedly especially the timely submission of periodic progress 

reports. The long experience acquired by ONE teams in steering Bank-funded projects and the Bank’s strong 

involvement were a major enhancement for this project. The know-how of these teams in the construction of standard 

thermal power plants,  laying of high-voltage electric lines, and construction of sub-stations was seen in the quality of 

works and performance of the project.  
 

ONE took measures judged satisfactory to protect the environment, especially the water table. The ABM power plant has 

its own system for the collection, treatment and storage of discharge liquids, which meets national and international 

environmental requirements in terms of gas, liquid and sound discharges.  
 

ONE satisfactorily honoured its financial commitments with a final contribution of EUR 41.05 million, corresponding to 

9% of the total cost of the project on completion. Project audit reports were approved by the Bank, except for the FY 

2011 audit report which has not yet been forwarded to the Bank. 

Key Issues (related to Borrower performance, max 5, add rows as needed) Lessons Learned 

Was the technical assistance to ONE necessary in light of its long 

experience in managing electricity power plant projects? 

Although ONE has long experience in standard thermal power 

plant construction, it lacked proven know-how in solar plants 

which was the specificity of the project. As such, technical 

assistance was deemed necessary.  
 

3. Performances of Other Stakeholders 
 

Rating* Narrative assessment on the performance of other stakeholders, including co-financiers, contractors and service 

providers. See guidance note on issues to cover. (indicative max length: 250 words) 

3 It should be noted that some essentially technical constraints appeared during project implementation. They were however 

tackled thanks to the proactive measures and determination of ABENGOA, the contractor, which ended up sub-contracting the 

supply and mounting of the plant’s key equipment to internationally renowned manufacturers. The services of the Consultant-

Engineer FICHTNER were very satisfactory despite the innovative specificities of the project.  
 

The project was financed by ADB (EUR 287.85 million), the Spanish Cooperation Agency through Instituto de Credito Oficial 

“ICO” (EUR 100 million), GEF (USD 43.2 million), and ONE (EUR 41.05 million). The World Bank administered GEF funds 

whose intervention was limited to the power plant. Transmission and connecting lines, sub-stations and technical assistance 

were financed by the Bank, ICO and ONE. The Bank Rules and Procedures for the Procurement of Goods, Works and Services 

were used for procurements co-financed by the Bank. Through permanent consultations, TFPs and ONE approved and 

validated the results of procurements. The doubling of ICO’s initial contribution from EUR 50 million expected after the 

assessment of the updated project to EUR 100 million subsequently allowed for financing the increase in capital expenses and 

reducing ONE’s initially planned contribution. Even though NGOs were consulted during validation of the ESIA, none of them 

was involved in the project implementation. Enterprises that took part in the project implementation did so only as sub-

contractors of ABENGOA, the principal contractor.  

Key Issues (related to performance 

of other stakeholders, max 5, add 

rows as needed) 

Lessons Learned (max 5) Target Audience (for 

lessons learned) 

Was there sufficient TFP consultation 

and coordination?   

Yes. Permanent consultations between TFPs and ONE made it possible to 

agree on the award of contracts. 

Government 

Bank 

Co-financiers 

Borrowers 
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  IV. II  Summary of key lessons learned and recommendations  Syntheses des principaux enseignements tirés et recommandations  

 
1. Key lessons learned 

 

Key Issues (max 5, add rows as 

needed) 
Key Lessons Learned Target Audience 

1. Was the initial project’s size 

adapted to the needs? 

 

Yes. The design of the initial project was good and took into consideration 

ONE’s equipment needs for the 2005-2012 period. The ABM power plant 

was commissioned in 2007 with an installed power of 250 MW and was to 

be followed by another power plant of 400 MW in 2009. With these 

projections, the Sidi Kacem site was selected in 2003. This choice was later 

questioned by the Authorities, forcing ONE to look for another site in 2004. 

Furthermore, talks with the foreign supplier for the supply of gas fell 

through. These two events, which were beyond the control of ONE, were the 

cause of delays in the implementation of the initial project. Thus, 

anticipating on the time needed for complementary studies of the new site 

(environmental and social impact assessments, connection to gas pipeline, 

etc.) and the bidding process, ONE decided to introduce major changes to 

the ABM project to factor in the strong domestic demand for electricity and 

the delays in its investment programme likely to cause a significant 

disequilibrium between supply and demand over the 2008-2011 period. This 

change was seen in the switch to the high power option consisting in 

increasing to 470 MW the installed power of the ABM power plant. 

Borrower 

Bank 

2. Was the technical assistance 

to the Contracting Authority 

useful? 

Yes. The assistance was very useful for the project and for ONE despite its 

long experience in managing standard thermal power plant projects. Project 

stakeholders agreed from the outset on the need for technical assistance to 

better guide preparation of the project implementation. The assistance made 

it possible to not only validate the engineering surveys and implementation 

studies produced by contractors but to also approve the plans, supervise and 

control the works, and validate ex-factory tests, acceptance and 

commissioning of installations. Quarterly works progress reports and the 

completion report prepared by the Consultant Engineer were useful sources 

of information for stakeholders. The extension of the engineer’s mission to 

monitoring the technical performance of the ABM power plant during the 

year of guarantee also assured the Contracting Authority and TFPs. 

Bank 

Borrower 

Consultants 

 

3. Were the project financial 

resources used efficiently?   

The cost of the updated project was estimated at UA 378 million at 

appraisal. Its final cost at completion rose to nearly UA 400 million or a 6% 

increase. This increase, which is partly due to exchange rate fluctuations of 

the UA against the payment currencies used for the project (EUR, USD and 

MAD), is offset by the gain of supplementary power obtained. In fact, the 

installed power of the ABM power plant is 472 MW as against the expected 

470 MW. The project’s financial resources were disbursed globally within 

the timeframes stipulated in the financing agreements of Donors, allowing 

for achieving the expected outcomes. 

Bank 

Co-financiers 

Borrower 

4. Did the project design take 

into account all aspects related 

to the sustainability of the 

power plant, especially regular 

gas supply?  

Relevant arrangements should have been made from project design to 

guarantee the supply of sufficient quantities of gas to the power plant at 

affordable cost despite the difficult context. Such arrangements would have 

allowed for optimum production of the power plant once commissioned in 

May 2010. The quantities of gas taken from the Maghreb-Europe Gas 

Pipeline as transit dues on Moroccan territory to supply the power plant were 

characterized by flows that varied depending on European demand which 

was sometimes very low due to the economic crisis in Europe. The power 

plant whose technical performance and availability ratio are excellent was 

under-exploited for several months pending the entry into force of the gas 

purchase and supply contract concluded by ONE and SONATRACH. 

Government 

Borrower 

Bank 

Co-financiers 

 

5. Was Bank supervision 

efficient? 

The project was supervised by the Bank at the rate of one mission on 

average per year. Missions mainly focused on the level and quality of project 

implementation and the search for appropriate solutions to the problems 

Bank 

Co-financiers 
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encountered, working closely with all stakeholders. The Bank also 

monitored the project through regular exchanges with ONE and in-depth 

consideration of reports that informed on the implementation progress of the 

progress and on the use of Bank resources (periodic progress reports, audit 

reports). 

6. Was consultation and 

coordination among the project 

donors adequate?   

9. Permanent consultation between TFPs and ONE made it possible to agree 

on the award of contracts. 

Government 

Bank 

Co-financiers 

Borrower 

 
2. Key recommendations (with particular emphasis on ensuring sustainability of project benefits) 

 
 

Key Issues (max 10, add rows as needed) Key Recommendation Responsible Deadline 

1. Was the project’s financial and economic 

sustainability guaranteed? 

Additional measures should be taken to guarantee sap 

supply to the ABM power plant at affordable cost.  

Government No 

deadline 

2. Was the project’s technical sustainability 

guaranteed? 

The contract concluded between ONE and ABENGOA 

Industrial Group is a five-year renewable Operation and 

Maintenance (O&M) contract. The good performance of 

this contract, financed by ONE on equity resources, is 

guarantee of the sustainability of project outcomes. The 

Bank recommended that ONE should honour its 

commitments in order to avoid any situation that could 

lead to early termination that might be prejudicial. ONE 

will also ensure skills transfer to its staff for future 

control of the plant. 

ONE No 

deadline 

 

V. II  Overall PCR rating 
 

Dimensions and Criteria Rating* 

DIMENSION A: RELEVANCE 3.5 

Relevance of project development objective (II.A.1) 4 

Relevance of project design (II.A.2) 3 

DIMENSION B: EFFECTIVENESS 4.0 

Development Objective (DO) (II.B.4) 4 

DIMENSION C: EFFICIENCY 3 

Timeliness (II.C.1) 3 

Resource use efficiency (II.C.2) 3 

Cost-benefit analysis (II.C.3) 3 

Implementation Progress (IP) (II.C.4) 3 

DIMENSION D: SUSTAINABILITY 3 

Financial sustainability (II.D.1) 3 

Institutional sustainability and strengthening of capacities (II.D.2) 3 

Ownership and sustainability of partnerships (II.D.3) 3 

Environmental and social sustainability (II.D.4) 3 

OVERALL PROJECT COMPLETION RATING 3.75 
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VI. II  Acronyms and abbreviations 

 

Acronym (add rows as needed) Full Name 

ADB African Development Bank 

CSP Country Strategy Paper 

EHV Extra High Voltage 

GEF Global Environment Facility 

GWH Gigawatt-hour (1 million kilowatt-hours) 

HV High Voltage 

ICO Instituto de Credito Oficial 

KV Kilovolts (1000 Volts) 

MW Megawatts (1 million watts or 1,000 kilowatts) 

NGO Non-Governmental Organization 

ONE National Electricity Authority 

UA Unit of Account 
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Annex 1: Rating of Last Project Supervision undertaken from 29/11/2010 - 10/10/12/2010  

(Extraction SAP) 

 

INDICATORS SCORE 

A. PROJECT COMPLIANCE WITH LOAN TERMS  

Compliance with conditions of effectiveness 2 

Compliance with general conditions of the loan agreement 1 

Compliance with other conditions of the loan agreement 2 

B. PROCUREMENT PERFORMANCE  

Procurement of consultancy services  3 

Procurement of goods and works 3 

C. FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE   

Availability of funds in foreign exchange 3 

Availability of funds in local currency 3 

Efficiency of disbursements 3 

Management/Cost recovery 3 

Performance of co-financiers (if applicable) 3 

D. ACTIVITIES and WORKS  

Timeliness 3 

Performance of consultants or technical assistants 3 

Performance of contractors 3 

Performance of project management 3 

E. IMPACT ON DEVELOPMENT  

Probability for achieving the project objective 3 

Probability that benefits realized are sustained beyond the project investment phase  3 

Project’s probable contribution to institutional capacity-building 3 

Actual economic rate of return 3 

F. OVERALL ASSESSMENT  

Actual 2.78 

Future trend 2.28 

 

STATUS 

Implementation Progress (IP) = 2,71 

Development Objectives (DO) = 3.00 

 

OVERALL STATUS : NON PROBLEMATIC PROJECT / POTENTIALLY PROBLEMATIC PROJECT  

 

Score: 3 = Excellent; 2 = Satisfactory; 1 = Unsatisfactory; 0 = Very unsatisfactory; N.A. - Not applicable 
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Annex 2: Project Costs  

 

a) Table 2.1 : Updated Project Cost by Component at Appraisal (August 2007) 

 

 

Components 

(MAD Thousand) (UA Thousand) 

For Exch. L.C. Total For. Exch. L.C. Total 

Power plant 3,913,369 223,449 4,136,818 311,812 17,804 329,616 

225 kV and 60 kV lines 90,747 22,688 113,433 7,231 1,808 9,038 

EHV/HV stations 51,664 9,117 60,781 4,116 726 4,843 

 Access roads 10,381 24,222 34,603 827 1 930 2,757 

Boreholes 1,506 3,515 5,021 120 280 400 

Procurement of land 0 10,480 10,480 0 835 835 

Connection to gas pipeline 0 16,852 16,852 0 1,343 1,343 

Environmental measures 0 21,800 21,800 0 1,737 1,737 

Consultancy services 40,875 13,625 54,500 3,257 1,086 4,342 

Base Cost 4,108,542 345,746 4,454,288 327,363 2  7 549 354,912 

Physical contingencies 161,709 12,209 173,918 12,885 973 13,858 

Price escalation 104,800 11,429 116,230 8,350 911 9,261 

Total Cost 4,375,051 369,384 4,744,436 348,598 29,433 378,031 

Percentage 92% 8% 100% 92% 8% 100% 

 

b) Table 2.2 : Updated Project Cost by Source of Financing at Appraisal (August 2007) 

 

 

Sources 

(in MAD Thousand) (in UA Thousand) 

For. Exch. L.C. Total For. Exch. L.C. Total % 

ADB 3,059,442 59,144 3,118,586 243,772 4,713 248,485 65.73% 

GEF 411,086 0 411,086 32,755 0 32,755 8.66% 

SPAIN 558,407 0 558,407 44,493 0 44,493 11.77% 

ONE 346,116 310,240 656,356 27,578 24,719 52,298 13.83% 

TOTAL 4,375,051  369,384 4,744,435 348,598 29,432 378,031   100% 

 

 

 

 

  



III 

 

c) Table 2.3 : Summary of Updated Project Costs by Source of Financing at Appraisal (August 2007) and at Completion 

(September 2011) 

 

Sources Estimate at Complementary 

Appraisal (UA Thousand) 

Costs at Completion (UA 

Thousand) 

Difference 

Total 

Costs (%) 

For. 

Exch. 

L.C. Total For. 

Exch. 

L.C. Total 

ADB 243,772 4,713 248,485 225,529 24,389 249,918 +0.57% 

GEF 32,755 0 32,755 24,541 0 24,541 -0.25% 

SPAIN 44,493 0 44,493 83,163 6,353 89,516 +101% 

ONE 27,578 24,719 52,298 17,963 18,787 36,750 - 29.73% 

TOTAL 348,598 29,432 378,031 358,194 50,286 400,725 +22.69% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IV 

 

 

Table 2.4: Distribution of Project Cost by Component and Source of Financing at Completion (2011) 

 

Component Contractor 
For. 

Exch. 

Contract 

Amount 

EUR 

Equivalent 

Updated 

Contract 

Amount in 

EUR 

Amount used in EUR 

ADB I ADB II ICO GEF ONE 

Construction, 

operation and 

maintenance, 

boreholes, 

access roads 

ABENGOA 

EUR 277,805,251 277,805,251 277,805,251 44,915,400 132,080,947 73,394,257 27,414,647 - 

CHF 80,189,884 58,319,916 58,319,916 53,579,205 - 4,740,710 - - 

USD 34,474,134 25,072,097 26,320,301 22,664,256 - 3,656,045 - - 

MAD 212,509,584 19,319,053 19,319,053 - 19,319,053 - - - 

CHF 30,238,685 21,912,091 21,912,091 - - 1,845,146 - 20,066,945 

EUR 8,929,817 8,929,817 8,929,817 - - 8,929,817 - - 

Connection to 

power plant 

COL 

GIOVANNI 

EUR 3,424,264 3,424,264 3,424,264 3,272,411 - 151,854 - - 

MAD 23,454,259 2,132,205 2,132,205 1,043,576 - 1,088,629 - - 

ELCOTRAM MAD 67,433,329 6,130,303 6,130,303 4,731,409 - 1,398,894 - - 

SEMI 

MAROC 
MAD 81,151,290 7,377,390 7,377,390 2,824,897 - 4,552,493 - - 

Technical 

assistance 
FICHTNER 

EUR 3,431,000 3,431,000 3,431,000 3,246,374 - 184,626 - - 

MAD 2,529,998 230,000 230,000 172,471 - 57,528 - - 

Environmental 

measures 
- MAD 21,800,000 1,946,429 1,946,429 - - - - 1,946,429 

Land + gas 

pipeline 
- MAD 27,332,060 2,440,363 2,440,363 - - - - 2,440,363 

Physical 

contingencies 
- MAD 173,918,470 15,528,435 15,528,435 - - - - 15,528,435 

Price escalation - MAD 12,000,000 1,071,429 1,071,429 - - - - 1,071,429 

Total Cost (excluding overheads) 455,070,042 456,318,246 136,450,000 151,400,000 100,000,000 27,414,647 41,053,599 

 

 

 

 




